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MAIL TO GENEVA
THE RED CROSS POSTAL MESSAGE SCHEM E

DURING WORLD WAR I I
by J J. Danielski and Charles LaBlonde

Geneva has always been a focal point for posta l
traffic, in early times due to its central location in
Europe and later due to the many international or-
ganizations that settled there. One of the most well -
known of the organizations in Geneva is the Interna-
tional Red Cross. During the two great wars large
amounts of correspondence flowed to and from the Re d
Cross in Geneva . This article examines one small sub-
set of that correspondence known as the Red Cros s
Postal Message Scheme (Figure 1) .

The idea of the facilitation of the transmission of in -
formation between warring nations was launched dur-
ing the second international conference of the Red
Cross in Berlin in April of 1869. As a result, first infor-
mation agencies were set up in Switzerland the follow-
ing year after the outbreak of the Franco-Prussian
War. Seven years later during the Balkan war the
first international agency was set up in Triest.

World War I, which started not as a conflict of sin-
gle nations but a war of coalitions, caused the estab-
lishment of the International Agency For Prisoners o f
War in Geneva, Switzerland . The official name for th e
agency created in August of 1914 was "Agence interna-
tionale de secours et de renseignements en faveur des

prisonniers" whereas the institution created at the
outbreak of World War II was named "Agence centrale
de renseignements sur les prisonniers de guerre." This
modification in naming meant the change of focus
from organizing help for wounded and other victims o f
war which was the original purpose of the Red Cross
in 1863 to the transmission of information .

The information activity during World War I was
especially significant in terms of the processing of in -
formation. One of the inventions of this time was a
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form for express-message introduced probably in 1916 .
The form was destined for communication- between a
prisoner of war and his family .

What was new in this scheme was that it allowe d
both parties to communicate using one piece of paper .
The sender filled in his and the addressee's name an d
address, attached a short message and sent it through
the Red Cross channels to his relative, who filled in
the response on the same piece of paper and mailed i t
back .

Prior to the introduction of this scheme, two sepa-
rate forms were in use : one being a request for infor-
mation, and the other a reply . The use of two forms
required the translation of messages (Cont. on pg. 12)
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WELCOME TO J. J. DANIELSKI
by Chuck LaBlonde

It is an extreme pleasure to welcome a new autho r
to TELL this issue . In fact he is not even a member o f
the AHPS but he possesses special knowledge of rele-
vance and importance to all Swiss postal historians .

Our first meeting at CHICAGOPEX last year wa s
somewhat accidental and not necessarily cordial. Jan
was an exhibitor and I was a judge . For the judge

s critique I quickly volunteered to speak on his internmen t
camp exhibit since "I knew all about that stuff. " He
was very patient as he gave me a fantastic lesson on
WW II mail . We began corresponding on the Interne t
and out of that correspondence this article was born .

Jan was born in Poland and has collected stamp s
for 43 years . Besides two masters degrees and a Ph.D . ,
he is an accredited national judge in Canada . His col-
lecting interests include Red Cross, WW II internment
of Polish servicemen, Sweden, Danish West Indies an d
postal reply coupons . He has published over 70 article s
in English, German, Polish and Czech . Jan was
awarded a writing medal by the Association of Polis h
Philatelists .
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From the President
Yes members, this is it - after four years as

your president, time has come to say good by ,
since there will be a new man at the helm of our
society when the ballots are counted . It was quit e
an experience to serve in this position withou t
any prior knowledge of the "inner doings" of Hel-
vetia and as I wrote in my first column in March
1993 "having served as chairman of many boards ,
but never on one which is "run" through the mail "
and now I can add also "phone", it was indeed a
challenge. Thanks to the fine men (where are
the women?) you elected and we appointed,

I believe we had a very successful four years. It was
not always easy for me to navigate, but a s
pledged in that same column "to act on the basi s
of our by-laws with the concurrence of the Board ,
and hopefully also input from you, the members "
we furthered the appreciation and knowledge o f
Swiss philately.

While we have not undertaken anything
"earthshaking", nevertheless, Helvetia is proceed-
ing on an even keel with a steady membership
and in a good financial state . We have for the first
time published a book, as a token of appreciation
to our beloved friend Felix Ganz, and of the 250
copies printed only 16 are left over for sale .

Let's not forget that is is the "TELL" which
glues os together and without it, our Society
would be severely handicapped . The editors dur-
ing the last four years, Mario Wiedenmeier, Ste-
ven Weston and Dick Barton, deserve special
thanks for going the extra mile . Naturally, an
editor alone can not do it and all of you who sub-
mitted articles, translations, reviews and profiles
are an integral part of this process .

Also many thanks to all of you who served
with me and especially to our Secretary, Treas-
urer and those who arranged the annual conven-
tions. If I would mention individual names, I am
sure I would omit somebody and that wouldn't be
fair. Finally for the future, let's continue in the
same spirit and support our incoming président
and the entire Board . Let's keep in mind, that the
President can't be editor at the same time . We
need the continued input from all of you ; be it in
regard to "TELL", answering requests for help in
writing profiles or volunteering your service to
Helvetia . Last but not least, let's remember that
stamp collecting is an avocation and should be fun
and relaxing. Thanks again to all of you and all
the best for the future .

Ernest L Bergman

CIRCUIT SALES

	

by Emil Toble r
Roughly 20% of AHPS membershi

p participate in circuit sales as buyers, seller, or both .
Looking over the active roster we see many past
and present AHPS officers, a number of member s
who have successfully competed in national and
international exhibiting, and others who contrib-
ute articles to TELL and/or other philatelic publi-
cations. There are also many members wh o
simply want to buy or sell Swiss material at sen-
sible prices.

If you buy Swiss philatelic material, or hav e
worthwhile material to sell, you're missing a goo d
bet if you don't use circuit sales. Should you wish
to participate an SASE to the circuit sales man-
ager (address on page 2 under appointed officers )
will get you the information you need .

In the near future (this is written on Septem-
ber 22, 1996) the following circuits will be posted :

1. Campione stamps and covers and airmail
stamps, including pioneer flights .

2. Commercial and other covers, with som e
booklets, K cancels, etc .

3. Our first general circuit which will in-
clude a showing of material from many o f
the 40 different collecting categories we list .
4. Soldier stamps and covers .
We have a solid inventory of many categories .

However, we do need books of se-tenant and tete-
beche, Pro Juventute and Patria, Liechtenstein ,
telegraphs, railways, hotels, soldiers, varieties
and all categories of covers except post 1960 first
day covers. Please do not send Standing Hel-
vetias or blocks of four. Material in all other cate-
gories will be accepted although time before
circulating will be extended because of inventory .

A word about catalogs . Scott has made an at-
tempt to have their 1997 catalogs reflect world
market prices. Their changes also include a price
addition for the difference in quality which is now
very fine, previously fine-very fine . While their
effort is a step in the right direction, any seriou s
collector of Switzerland will be better served by
the Swiss Briefmarken Catalog (the official cata-
log of the Swiss Stamp Dealers Association), pub-
lished in French or German editions. It has the
most comprehensive coverage of Swiss Philately.
The Zumstein catalog is also quite comprehensiv e
and useful, published in a combined French an d
German edition. If you simply can't, or won't,
handle the foreign language catalogs, the Katche r
catalog in English with prices in U.S. dollars is
useful. All three catalogues use Zumstei n
numbers .
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25D - A New Strubel
Discovery? Part III

by Urs Hermann
(Postgeschichte, 65, November 1995
Translated by Herbert Brach )

In the last two issues of TELL ,
I have presented the empirical re -
port and the bibliographical back-
ground of the 25D Strubel. In the
following closing chapter I want to
investigate the central question
whether the introduction of a new
catalogue number is really justified ,
or if the already complicated Stru-
bel classification would be made ye t
more difficult.

The ability of making a clear
differentiating determination of
this new Strubel is if decisiv

e importance for the answer to this
question. Do the traditional classi-

fication characteristic s) such as the
origin of the paper, structure of the
paper as well as its thickness ,
printing characteristics, printin g
plate arrangement, embossing and
color shade provide a clean separa-
tion of the 25D Strubel from the
other three 20 Rappen stamps?
Only if this question can be an-
swered positively is a new cata-
logue number justified .

2 - 25D on letter from Neucha-
tel (15 July 1859) to Mailand .

Compared to the 25B Strubel ,
an unquestionable separation is
possible on the basis of the paper
provenance. 25B stamps (as al l
other "B" stamps) were printed,
without exception, on Munich pa -
per without starch, produced by th e
Bavarian paper mill at Pasing. 25D
stamps, however, were printed on
Zurich paper containing starch ,
produced in the paper mill "an der
Sihl" . The authentication of the pa -
per is possible by means of the

starch test. Naturally, the Strubel
collector does not always carry hi s
iodine bottle with him . This, how-
ever, is not necessary in most cases ,
as the difference between "B" and
"D" Strubels can be established by
means of the use time: Strubels
with grill cancels belong to the "B"
printing without exception . Stru-
bels with date stamps from the mid -
dle of 1858 on, belong to the "D "
and " G " printings with the highest
degree of probability. The starch
test is thus necessary for specimens
with early date stamps for speci-
mens without indication of dates
(unused Strubels and such with
straight-line cancels) as well as for
stamps with illegible date, as lon g
as these stamps exhibit all the
other characteristics common to "B "
and "D". If the margins of the
stamps are such as to facilitate rec-
ognition of the printing plate
arrangement3, the matter become s
easier still . The printing plate ar-
rangement Berne I can only be
found on "B" stamps, the Berne III
and IV arrangements only for the
remaining 20 Rp Strubels . A differ-
entiating problem between "B" and
"D" occurs only for stamps with a
Berne II printing plat

e arrangement. Considering that the ma-
jority of the "B"/"D" decisions can
be made on the basis of their time
of use or their printing plate ar-
rangement, I find the necessary
use of the starch test for the re-
maining cases encouraging .
Compared to the necessity of de-
termining printing stones an d
fields for the Rayon stamps will
reinforce this assumption .

Compared to the 25F Strubel ,
the " D " stamps differ in paper
provenance and structure, but not
with respect to printing character-
istics, printing plate arrangement
and time of use . The above men-
tioned points for the differentiation
between "B" and "D" are valid fo r
this case, also. In addition, the thin
Munich "Silk" paper allows an addi-
tional differentiation. I have yet to
find a thin paper "D" Strubel
printed on Zurich paper .

The most difficult differentia-
tion is that with 25G stamps. In

25B on letter from Rapperswyl
(19 Jan 1858) to Wadenscwil
(late usage)

the first instance, the determining
factor has to be the printing charac-
teristic . 25D stamps are character-
ized by (as are 25B stamps) a
rather clear and clean printing,
whereas the 25G stamps, as do the
remaining printings of this issue,
exhibit an unclear and unclean
printing characteristic . The color
shade is also helpful in differentiat-
ing between the two printings . All
"D" stamps show an orange shade ;
yellowish shades are therefore to be
classified as "G" . Naturally, the
time of use helps us with the classi-
fication, also . It is improbable that
25G Strubels can be found with
dates prior to 1860, while 25D
stamps can be found only rarely
used after the middle of 1860 .

In summary, it can be said that
the 25D Strubel can be identified
without doubt and can be clearly
differentiated from the other 20
Rappen Strubels. The presumption
for an independent catalogue num-
ber is therefore fulfilled .

Not everything that is possible ,
however, necessarily makes sense .
A new catalogue number should
only be introduced if the classifica-
tion of this Strubel is thereby made
easier for the collector (a so-called
philatelic protection under the

law)4. I am of the opinion that an
adoption of 25D in the catalogue
would mean two advantages for the
collector .

Today's limit between 25B and
25G creates a "classic" dilemma
which can never be solved without
objections . If a questionable stamp
is assigned to 25B on the basis of its
printing characteristics and time o f
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use, "B" stamps printed on Zurich
paper can be created. If, however ,
it is assigned to the "G" printing s
on the basis of its starch-containing
paper, we create " G " stamps having
the early Berne printing character-
istics. With the introduction of the
25D stamp, this untenable situation
is removed. This does create a ne w
classification problem between 25D
and 25G. The differentiation be-
tween them does not constitute a
dilemma, however, because it can
be solved in the overwhelming ma-
jority of cases .

A comparison with the 1 5
Rappen Strubel comes to mind: the
blue and green threads have often
had the color bleached out of the m
and do not permit a classification
without doubt. In that case, use
must be made of printin g
characteristics, color shade an d
time of use to enable correct classi-
fication to be made . In cases of re-
maining doubt and in the las t
instance, one will have to assign
such cases to the "G" printings.

Decidedly in pro of adopting an
additional catalogue number for the
20 Rappen value is the congruence
with the remaining denomination s
of the "G" printings. In keeping
with up-to-date classification, such
logical agreement is absent . How
can it be argued that as part of the
"G " printing, the 20 Rappen value
is supposed to have appeared as
early as 1857, while the other de-
nominations of the "G" series do not
appear until the earliest as of th e
middle of 1859, but mostly not prio r
to 1860? This contradiction cannot
be logically explained and can only
be removed by the adoption of th e
25D Strubel.

This opinion is shared by most
of the many correspondents who
have reacted to my 25 D
treatises. I have been
confused for 20 years by
the existing catalogue
classification of the 2 0
Rappen Strubel . Discus-
sions with many Strubel
experts have confirme d
my opinion that a remedy
was in order . But it was
not until I saw my as-
sumptions confirmed by

25F on registered letter from
Le Sentier (16 May 1858) to
Lausanne

the classic writers on Swiss philat-
ely (Mirabaud, Reuterskiold

, Zumstein) that I dared to take the ste p
to go public with them. It is there-
fore with more joy that all th

e correspondence received shares m y
discomfort with the situation as is
and approves a change at least in
the Specialized Catalogue .

With an adoption of 25D in the
catalogue the subject is by no
means closed. The question of cor-
rect pricing immediately presents
itself. I would like to refer to my
hypothesis of the size of issue in
Postgeschichte Nr . 63 (July TELL)
in that connection. The time of use
must be continued to be researched .
Finally, the percentage of each o f
the printing plate arrangements o f
the 25D Strubel has to be fixed .

The reader will see that the
Strubel issue still guards many a
secret. . . .and since I cannot improve
upon it, I will permit myself in clos-
ing to cite an extract from a letter
from the great Strubel exper

t Pierre Guinand: "He who says that
the Strubels are easy to classify
shows that he does not know them . "

25G on COD wrapper from
Bern (5. April 1860) to Moutier

FOOTNOTE S
1. I consciously left out
the silk thread color char-
acteristics as these were
changed all too often by
means of washing the
stamps. In spite of that, a
deeper study of the silk
threads will surely give us
additional information to -
ward the Strubel classifi-

cation. Thus Hilmar Sturm fro m
Worms writes to me "The silk
threads of 25D do not fluoresce ,
whereas those of 25G do . "
2. Grill cancels were retired from
use on 23 May 1857 .
3. The printing plate arrange-
ments of the Berne printings were
presented in detail by Urs
Hermann in "Strubel, The Transitio n
from the Sheets of 25 to Sheets of
50 stamps for the Berne printings"
in Postgeschichte" Nr . 54, Apri l
1993, pg. 24.
4. This was the case with the in-
troduction of 23F, for example .
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SPERATI FORGERIES OF
THE GENEVA CANTONALS

by Anton M. Kofranek

(Editors note: This is a two part article. This first
part in the September TELL dealt with historical in-
formation. This second part deals with distinguishing
authentic stamps from Sperati forgeries . )

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTIC S
Mr. Herman Schloss (1951) made sketches an d

showed how one could determine whether a stamp in
question was genuine or a counterfeit . His study ap-
pears in this article, since his book' is now out of print.
These sketches (below and the next page) are adequat e
for the three forgeries of the Canton Geneva, but the y
do not suffice for Sperati's forgeries . Another set of
standards had to be devised to clearly identify
Sperati's work from the originals.

BPA marking of Sperati
Forgeries.

IDENTIFICATION OF SPERATI'S CANTONAL S
OF GENEVA

All of Sperati's Geneva's easily pass over hurdle s
that Schloss set for originals (1951) and with a Sperati
reproduction, one might think the forgery is genuine .
As mentioned before, another set of standards had t o
be developed to identify Sperati's forgeries with a ke y
other than the one Schloss produced . The BPA (1955)
accomplished this task with the publication of a tw o

volume book on "The Work of Jean de Sperati" . 2 The
key for identifying his Geneva's is taken directly fro m
this book, since it too is out of print and often very dif-
ficult to find.

One can see from the drawings on pages 8 and 9 ,
which contain the 3 Geneva's forged by Sperati, that
the telltale errors illustrated are rather small .

However, the errors are consistent on all copies, whic h
help to identify his forgeries. While in London re-
cently, I purchased a Double Geneva on piece . During
my examination of that piece, I noticed that it was not
signed by Sperati as many of his earlier forgerie s
were. This makes this copy more desirable as most o f
his forgeries now have the mark of the BPA on the re-
verse or possibly only his signature . Can you imagine
my saying to the clerk, "before I purchase this piece, I
want to be sure it is a Sperati forgery " . I jokingly said ,
"I wouldn 't want a genuine stamp at this price ". Then
we went to the book and found the plate with the Ge-
neva's. We looked in key places on the forgery whic h
were not covered by the cancellation to determine that
it was indeed Sperati's forgery . It was very well done !
With that purchase, and that of the right half of th e
stamp and the proof as well, I felt as if I were into buy-
ing back a part of my collection which I sold months
before . This inspired me to write this article to hel p

some collectors become aware of Sperati's genius fo r
producing these forgeries. He once fooled many stamp
collectors, dealers and experts before BPA publishe d

their book. Actually Sperati delighted in fooling th e

experts. 3 Sperati's forgeries were a menace to collec-
tors and dealers, although many unscrupulous persons
bought these forgeries in the late 40's and early 50' s
with or without Sperati's signature in soft pencil o n
the back of his forgery. The signature was easy to
erase and none would be the wiser . On the approval
card (FELL September 1996, pg. 15) are 6 forgeries ,
none of which were signed . These were sent to a
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dealer in California in the late 40's . I bought thes e
and 2 other cards with Swiss and French "gems" mos t
without signatures . This made these forgeries ex-
tremely dangerous if the dealer hadn't "fallen in love "
with them until I came along to purchase the entir e
lot 45 years later. He was a dealer of great reputation ,
but he too was getting old and wanted to pass them o n
to someone who would also appreciate these forgeries
as he did.

The BPA purchased Sperati's stock and marke d
each item with the purple symbol seen on preceedin g
page. After marking, each collection was sold alon g
with the two volumes to whomever might be inter-
ested, to help recover costs. Of course, the limite d
supply was snapped up. I too would have bought a
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collection and the 2 volumes if I had been knowledge -
able as I am now. Occasionally and usually, Sperati' s
are sold in England at shows, in shops and through
auction houses . Very seldom does one see any
Sperati's offered by auction houses in the Unite d
States. Most copies have the BPA markings on the
back, but rarely one will get a copy with or without a
signature, indicating it was available before the BPA
purchased the remainder of Sperati's forgeries. Based

on these statements, one can see that "the Sperati's "
are a very collectable part of any country collection .
One should always have a few forgeries of the early is -
sues and if it is a Sperati, it had value because of its
scarcity . A note worthy of mention to Swiss collectors :
Sperati did not forge the Basel dove, but it rumored
that he was working on it; he did, however produce 58
different Swiss reproductions or only 47 if one does no t
count framing of the cross in the federal issues .

Sperati is known to have made "die" proofs i n
black and in colour, as well as unused and use d
reproductions, sometimes on covers .

There are two reproductions, one of the whol e
stamp and the other of the right half only . The
negative of the former is dated August 1949 .

The colour and paper tests are of little value,
although the reproductions are rather more blac k
than the originals .

The impressions of the reproductions are not . a s
fine as those of the genuine.
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About the author: Anton M. Kofranek is a profes-
sor emeritus (floriculture) at the University of Califor-
nia, Davis. He has been a member of APS since 1950
and is a life member; a member of the Royal Philateli c
Society, London ; a member of the American Helvetia
Philatelic Society and a retired member of the US
Philatelic Classic Society . He is presently working o n
a book about the Forgeries of the Federal Issues o f
Switzerland, 1850-1854 .

The author will entertain any specific questions on
these and other Sperati forgeries . My Address is:

Anton M. Kofranek
803 Linden Ln.
Davis, CA 9561 6

I hope this article, though short and specific to th e
Cantonais of Geneva, had stimulated the imaginatio n
of the reader and may cause one to read further abou t
this controversial person, Jean de Sperati .
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Sperati is known to have made "die" proofs i n
black and in colour as well as unused and used
reproductions in both yellow-green and in blue -
green, sometimes on pieces and on covers. The
cliché is dated July 1953 but Sperati was sellin g
examples of these prior to that date .

The colour and paper tests are of little value ,
although the yellow-green is not quite so yellow a s
the genuine. Both reproductions appear to be more
black than the genuine .

The gum is smooth and shiny .

The impression of the reproduction is not as fine
as that of the genuine .

Sperati is known to have made "die" proofs i n
black and in colour as well as unused and used
reproductions, sometimes on pieces and covers . The
negative is dated August 1949 and the cliché th e

4th November 1949 .

The colour and paper tests are of little value but

generally the impression of the reproduction is more

black than the genuine .

The gum is shiny and looks rather new.

The impression of the reproduction is not as fin e

as that of the genuine .
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David E . DurhamProfile of a Swiss Stamp Collecto r
It is always good to have a man

of the cloth as a friend and so thi s
month it is my pleasure to
introduce you to such a man, a
retired pastor, Rev . David Durham
from Buffalo, NY. It is also an
opportunity to introduce you to th e
next editor of TELL, because David
has volunteered to fulfill this
critical position for the next tw o
years .

Here is his own words is his
story: "I grew up in a world -
oriented family in the 1930's when
national boundaries meant very
little. My father was Chaplain at
the Cornell University; he was also
responsible for the foreign students .
They gave me "little bits of paper "
reflecting their homelands. this
started me collecting stamps as a
means of learning about othe r
countries . The 1940 Scott Junio r
Album still contains my foreign
collection . At that time it was one
album and one Scott catalo g
containing all the stamps issued in
the world .

What opened my eyes to the
stamps of Switzerland was whe n
my sister brought home her fiancée
Hans that called his homeland the
shores at the Bodensee in
Switzerland. General stamp
collecting became hopeless and I
was in the mood to specialize, so
Switzerland it was and little did I
know what I was getting into .

I started with a Minkus albu m
and was working with a Scott
catalog, both with differen t
numbering. Then I discovered the
PTT new issue service that has
supplied me now for 40 years with
mint and first day issues of
everything they put out . Zumstein
has been frustrating, as my
German is very limited, but I
struggle with what I know. I was
in seventh heaven when my siste r
surprised me with the 1992
Zumstein Specialized Catalog.
Then I discovered our friend Heinz
Katcher and his Amateur Collecto r
Catalog in English that allowed me
to relate to Zumstein . To top that, I
bought

	

the

	

three

	

volume

by Rudy Schaelchli

which is of special interest to me .
Being a general collector I don' t
have anything special that I could
exhibit at this time, except maybe
the PTT Season Greetings the y
mail out every year .

I don't remember when I found
about the AHPS, but the TELL's I
have date back 25 years . In the
70 's I served as TELL publishe r
and for many years I've bee n
privileged to be elected Eastern
Regional Director of the AHPS . I
nave enjoyed several convention s
and must admit that I'm
intimidated by the knowledge some
have about Swiss philately history.
The members I have met ar e
dedicated and share their
know-how with those of us who ar e
still beginners. I look forward to
contributing further to the life and
welfare of our society and Swiss
stamp collecting . "

We all look forward to David' s
reign as editor of TELL and know
that all of the members will assis t
him in that endeavor . He is up fo r
election as the Eastern Regional
Director for another two year term ,
so we know that he will be busy
with more than his Swiss collection
during his "retirement" .

We wish him a long, relaxin g
and enjoyable retirement .

album for my
collection. Earlier I was speaking
of being in seventh heaven, it was
my pleasure to spend some time in
Switzerland as a student near
Geneva. That was repeated again
in 1977 and 1989. When my wife
died in 1992, again I took refuge
there to get my head a little
straight again among the Swiss ,
interesting and caring people .

Now that I'm retired I will have
a lot of catching-up to do, havin g
not worked on my collection for a
decade for various reasons.
Cartons of material wait to be
sorted with lots of postal history

Leuchtturm
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ADVANCE NEW ISSUE NEWS
From Michael Rutherfoord and Charles LaBlond e

A recent press release from the Swiss PTT note s
the following:

Results from the May 1995 'Design a Ne w
Stamp for the PTT' Contes t

The contest conducted by the postage stamp de-
partment of the PTT was a great success . A total of
37,459 people living in Switzerland entered. Th

e total entries would cover an entire football field i f
spread out or, seen another way, would stretch for 1 1
kilometers if laid end to end .

Due to the large volume and great quality of th e
suggestions, the PTT General Direction decided to is -
sue not just one stamp, but an entire set selected
from the contest entries .

How about the prizes? The 20 best entries wil l
get a week for two in Spain . And of course the 4 best
will see their work on the stamps . The official PTT
jury selected the four best entries on 13 Novembe r
1995, as follows (in order of pictures above right) :
Name Elena Emma-Pugliese Max Sprick
City Dangio-Torre Chur
Birthdate 01 Dec 60 25 Apr 85
Subject Flowers Wake and Laugh
Value 1 .10 0.90

Rene Conscience Daniel Ammann
Delemont St. Gallen
05 Aug 82 17 Mar 72
The Dove The Golden Cow
1 .40

	

0 .70

(The release goes on to name the other 16 winners . )
The day of issue for the set of stamps will be 2 6

November 1996. Prior to this date the best 100 entrie s
will be on display in various post offices around th e
country. These are still to be chosen .

EDITORS COMMENTS by Dick Barton
This is my last issue of TELL. It has been a most

interesting position and I have learned a lot, not only
about Swiss Philately, but about desk top publishing .
I could not have done it without the help and suppor t
of a large number of people . At the risk of leaving out
a name, I thank Harlan Stone for his great cove

r stories; Chuck LaBlonde for his numerous and unusua l
articles; Herbert Brach for his translations ; Steve
Weston, the Assistant Editor who helped me get
started and organized; Richard Powers for his short
articles ; and Ernie Bergman for his leadership .

David Durham, our Eastern Regional Director has
volunteered to take over as TELL Editor . He served
in a similar capacity some 20 years ago and I am sur e
that he will do a great job. I request that all of th e
members support David as well as you have supporte d
me. Don't wait to be asked for an article, send one in
and help David keep a healthy backlog.

AHPS Exhibit at PACIFIC 97 by Harlan F. Stone

In response to an announcement in TELL early
this year, only five members have volunteered to sup -
ply one page of material for an AHPS one-frame (1 6
page) exhibit at PACIFIC 97 in San Francisco nex t
May 29 - June 8 . We need 14 participants between th e
opening title page and the closing society information
page .

The responders so far have been Gene Kelly (reve-
nue stamps), Rudy Schaelchli (soldier stamps), Bruc e
Marsden (Kocher stamps), Jim Anderson (railroad
postmarks), and Herbert Brach (Strubels) .

Although PACIFIC 97 has not yet officially issue d
guidelines for organizational one-frame exhibits, the
exhibition manager has told me that all 16 pages mus t
have a uniform look . This means that your publicity
chairman probably inherits the job of mounting all th e
material submitted by participants .

First, however, we need up to nine more volun-
teers. Second, the five already listed need to tell me
whether they are willing to loan their material fo r
mounting by me . January 1 seems like an adequate
deadline to complete our line-up for this AHPS frame .

Please send your commitments to me at
P.O . Box 77033 4
Woodside, NY 1137 7

November 1996
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Routing
Red Cross Postal Message

GB to Germany

before forwarding it to the requester . So the new
scheme speeded up the processing (less paperwork
and no need for translation) and at the same time
made the communication more personal (mos

t messages were handwritten).
This new communication scheme was widely use d

during the Spanish Civil War 1936-1939 and furthe r
developed during World War II . It was used not only
by the International Agency of Prisoners of War but
also by national Red Cross societies of warring and
non-belligerent countries. A similar scheme was use d
by the Secretariat of State to the Holy See which dur-
ing WW II developed its own information network to
serve victims of war.

At the outbreak of WW II there were some differ-
ences in the scheme used by different countries, espe-
cially in terms of the limit for the message . For
example, in Great Britain the limit was 20 words an d
in Italy 12 words. By 1941 most countries agreed to
the limit of 25 words ; the address was not included in
this limit . The unification of communication scheme by
different countries resulted in forms where the origi-
nally imprinted limit of words in the message was al-
tered by hand or overprinted .

The Red Cross message scheme when invented

during WW I was used mainly for the correspondenc e
of prisoners of war with their families . During WW I I
its use was extended for communication between rela-
tives and friends . It was not a "civilian message
scheme " but it was used also by prisoners of war an d
military men from warring nations interned in neutra l
countries .

There were some limitations regarding the content
of messages . Only private matters and inquiries wer e
permissible ; trade and business matters were ex-
cluded. The only languages allowed were of the coun-
try of origin and destination .

The messages were not postage free . The sender
had to pay the costs of postage in both directions . In
Great Britain postal orders had to be used to pay th e
postage . In some of the British possessions specia l
vouchers issued by the Red Cross had to be bought fo r
this purpose . In other countries the forms were sol d
for the price that included postage for the message an d
reply. Sometimes International Reply Coupons were
used to prepay the postage .

In most countries, Red Cross messages were maile d
in regular envelopes. In Great Britain and its posses-
sions, the content of the envelope was usually indi-
cated on the envelope (Red Cross Message Scheme ,

12 TELL
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Postal Message Service, etc .) . Sometimes the conten t
was indicated by a special hand marking, typed o r
handwritten .

The messages went through many steps on the way
from sender to recipient . The routing of this correspon -
dence is a fascinating field of postal history, full of di -
verse markings .

Typical routing from England to Germany include d
the following steps (See Figure 2) :

-Foreign Relations Department of the British
Red Cross and Order of St. John, London to which
all filled out message forms went.

-London General Post Office where the mai l
was censored.

-Plane or ship to Lisbon, Portugal, where i t
was taken over by representatives of the Interna-
tional Red Cross who forwarded it to Geneva (vi a
boat to Marseille or Genoa, then rail to Geneva or
rail through Spain and France) .

-The messages were recorded and sorted ac-
cording to destination .

-In our example all mail addressed t
o Germany was forwarded to the German Red Cross in

Berlin .
At each step there existed the possibility of a Red

Cross cachet, receiving mark, censor's mark or transit

postal marking, thus making the messages and thei r
envelopes rich in postal history. Several example

s illustrate this.
There was no uniform practice regarding the enve-

lope for reply. In some countries the sender had to en -
close a self addressed envelope, whereas in others th e
reply envelopes were provided by the Red Cross, by
the sender or the message forms themselves were spe -
cially folded and mailed back to sender. The message s
were subject to regular censorship practices .

During WW II the International Agency fo
r Prisoners of War made an effort to unify all the forms used .

Each type of form received its unique number. The
Red Cross message scheme was introduced in tw o
variations . The first, the "Form 61," provided space for
the message and reply. The second one, the "Form 32, "
was usually mailed by the Red Cross in Geneva on be-
half of a person requesting information . This second
form was used in situations when there were impedi-
ments in postal communication or in regard to some
categories of people who were not allowed to fully ex-
ercise their right to correspond with their families ; i.e .
people persecuted under the German occupation. The
forms described above were probably distributed b y
the IRE at no cost (Figures 3 through 8).

Figure 3 - Front and reverse of Form 6 1
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Figure 4 - Front and reverse of Form 32 .

Figure 5 - Form used by French Red Cross,

	

Figure 6 - Form used during WW II by the Information

imprinted "Postage Paid ."

	

Bureau of the Holy See .
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At some point other types of forms were introduced
by the IRC which allowed prepayment of postage an d
other charges for the message . They had an imprinte d
price (8 or 12 Francs) as well as information on which
routes the form could be used (Figure 9) .

The use of the Red Cross message scheme has not
ended during World War II . It has been in use durin g
almost all armed conflict after WW II . The importance
of this mean of communication was appreciated so the
sample of the scheme was included in 1949 as an an-
nex to the Fourth Geneva Convention .

Future installments will examine the postal histor y
aspects (rates, routes and markings) of the Red Cros s
correspondence to Geneva and show some samples.

All correspondence welcome .

Figure 7 (right) - Form used by the Palestinian
Branch of the British Red Cross and the Orde r
of Saint John .

Figure 8 (below) - Form used by the German Re d
Cross .

Figure 9 (below right) - Form issued by the In-
ternational Committee of the Red Cross for mail
from France and Algeria, imprinted with the al-
lowable routes and the price .
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MAIL FROM TWO SIDE S
by Peter Meier

(Translated from an article in th e
Baslerstab 1995 by Richard Powers)

Zurich was the first canton is
Switzerland and even the first posta l
administration on the European con-
tinent to issue stamps for the pre -
payment of postage . These first
stamps, printed by stone-based li-
thography, can hardly be surpassed
in beauty and definition. The
4-centime denomination paid the so -
called "Zurich 4" rate for local let-
ters. the 6-centime denomination
paid the "Zurich 6" rate inside th e
rest of the canton . These stamps
were not valid for mail destined for
the rest of Switzerland or for abroad .

In the PTT-Museum in Bern
(Helvetiastrasse 16) one can admire
an extraordinary "Zurich 6" letter .
It was posted in Zurich on October 1 ,
1847. The stamp was canceled with
a red rosette cancel . Only the city of
Zurich used red cancellations, while
the rest of the canton had to be sat-
isfied with using black cancellations.

Inside the letter one speaks o f
the transfer of the "old and stately
Kefikon Castle" . The letter is ad -
dressed to "Mr. Mr. President
Kubler in Kefikon Castle near Is-
likon in the Canton Thurgau" . The
use of the term of address Mr. two
times was at that time quite
common .

The Canton of Thurgau? How
could one use a "Zurich 6" tariff for a
letter to the neighboring canton?
When one looks at a map, one see s
that Kefikon lies on the
Zurich/Thurgau border . The castle ,
a former water tower, lay right o n
the historical line of march between
the Cantons of Zurich and Thurgau .
One entrance to the castle lay on the
Thurgau side, the other on th

e Zurich territory. Mail was dispatched
from either the Islikon (Thurgau)
post office or from Bertschikon i n
Zurich. This letter was indeed ac-
cepted by the receiver at the latte r
entrance .

16 TELL

The Zurich 6 cantonal stamp on a letter shee t
addressed to Kefilion Castle in the Canton of Thurgau
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